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           Trvanie / Duration 

                   Ne-chronologický význam / Non-chronological Meaning

                          Podržať význam / To Hold a Meaning

                                  Nájsť význam / To Find a Meaning

1 Médium rotácie / Medium of Rotation
2 Línia / The Line 
3 Gravitácia / The Gravity
4 Váženie / Weighing
5 Vedomie / Consciousness
6 Svedomie / Conscience
0 Ostatné farby / Any Colour
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Boris Ondreička for Martin Vongrej, December 2018

Martin Vongrej draws generative networks of methods of feedback from external factuality into internal 
fictitiousness >><< from internal factuality into external fictitiousness. Vice-versa and back. They penetrate 
through covers, cases, walls, fabrics, tissues...and oscillate with each other. It is a dynamic compilation of 
what is there, what could and what should be there, what we want and what we (only) would like there, what 
has to be there and what will be. He lets these individual particles (proto-cells, pseudo-irritants and para-at-
tractors) to contract, expel and fractalize, flow in both directions, broadly active (as a microwave) through 
these quasi-energy currents. We can observe metabolic currents of polymorph clusters of individual particles 
(in terms of anthropophagous indistinction between a mineral, vegetable and animal). We can touch them, 
measure them. We can let them flow all through us and the space between is everything but empty.

Martin analytically decomposes the (rotating) subject of his interest (…cosmos, what is ((only)) an archaic 
term for ((desire for)) order). However, he condensates the holistic network (of schemes of patterns under 
consideration, metonymies, synecdoches) in such a way, that he may put (hang) “this subject” into it without 
any (ontological) doubt that it would become lost. One thread is weak but million of the same (synapses) are 
invincible. That is, even though it is banal, yet a valid proverb set free from aesthetic and moral standards – it 
is as well the fundament of fascism.

Thought that Martin does not create any real energy waves? Students, as well, are tested from (ungraspable) 
space only compared to its (mobile) models. And models (language) directly produce psychosomatic associa-
tions and their feedback towards being.  Feedback appears, if there an active loop exists between input and 
output, between resonance frequencies of individual particles, vibrations of those concerned. Feedback works 
only under specific conditions of the space given, and thus more articulate, under conditions of position and 
direction (of the subject and other particles) in this entire discotic complexity. If all the segments (intervals, 
duration, too) are synchronous at some point, then oscillation consciousness >> conscience, conversation, may 
occur. Conversation (conversion) is an extraordinary word. It contains for- (con-) and – against (cons/-vers), 
together, in one, in the same, vice-versa, recycling, transfiguration and reincarnation. In this way, against does 
not always mean opposition. It is only looking into each other’s eyes and backwards. Without observing the 
mimicking dimension of speech, we may hardly even understand what is being said. Being critical does not 
always mean rejecting. All that can be kind, loving. 

Only that one-sole manner of feedback is challenging – because it involves getting back. Not only the satisfy-
ing remaining energy and motivation; that it makes sense to continue, even though there is nothing to care 
about, at the point/in the hole where you are stuck, but also the rest of (waiting) place of home, the basal dry-
ness and critical warmth, back, to sleep.  For Martin, it is difficult, too, because not even this is the place/city 
for the young. No brothers. No fame. Here, many of the young behave like old men toward the young. 

I have been following Martin for 10 years. We share several content-wise and formal traditions, contents. Art 
is the construction of meaning/ of The Meaning. It should be able to overcome loneliness. 

And perhaps it is not desirable that the meaning of art be the journey (trip), it should be the home instead.

Translation: Jarmila Mejia


